Warm Mix Asphalt
Technical Committees Conference Call
February 27th, 2014

Attendees: Cliff Selkinghaus (SCDOT), Tanya Nash (FLDOT), Jay Goldbaum (CODOT), Kathryn Malusky (AASHTO), Brian Korschgen (AASHTO), Barry Paye (WSDOT), Oak Metcalfe (MTDOT), Jack Cowsert (NCDOT), Richie Charoenpap (LADOT), Rich Giessel (AKDOT), Charlie Pan (AZDOT), Bill Hurguy (AZDOT)

1. Barry Paye from Wisconsin DOT is the new Vice Chair

2. 2014 workplan changes (new AASHTO format)
   Discussed comment by David Lippert. Thanks to Merril’s comment, the workplan was changed to a standard AASHTO format. Section 15.4.4 needs to remove “16” as it is a typo. We decided on other editorial changes to clarify sections 7.4. We will allow polymer modified binder for testing and will remove “neat” throughout. **Jack will update the workplan and send to Kathy and Brian for review and upload.**

3. Developing Request for Proposals (RFPs)
   a. Laboratory testing (Tier 1 and Tier 2)
   b. Field installation and testing
   Majority are leaning toward having 1 entity perform all lab testing. Need volunteers and contacts for testing. Once we develop the RFP we can send it out to those interested. Oak and Barry will try to discuss NTPEP WMA program at upcoming meetings. **We are hoping to have progress on the RFP by the next conference call.**

4. Developing electronic product evaluation form (ePEF)
   a. What information do we need to collect from the manufacturers during the product application process? (product specifications, MSDS, mixing info, compaction info, etc?)
   Kathy and Brian will look for an example ePEF that we can try to base our form on. We could ask for expected temperature reduction, or additional secondary products required for installation. Can product be run at normal hot-mix temperature? **We are hoping to have progress on the ePEF by the next conference call.**
5. Any other business?
   This committee has no industry representative yet. Once we figure out the testing/installation we can maybe bring industry in.

6. NTPEP Annual Meeting (registration is open on NTPEP.org)
   a. May 18 – 22 in Greenville, SC
   b. WMA meeting is May 19 at 4 pm
   c. Need to develop agenda

7. Next Conference Call (April 29th at 1 pm)
   a. Reschedule for before NTPEP annual meeting, if necessary?
   It is scheduled for April 29th at 1 pm. We need to discuss the agenda for the annual meeting as it is due on May 1st.